
 Before each use please 
check the shoulder brace for 
tears and damages. The shoulder
brace should only be used in
perfect condition.
 If problems aries, remove 
the shoulder brace immediately.the shoulder brace immediately.
 Do not apply the shoulder 
brace so tight that it limits your 
blood supply.
 Care should be taken with
patients, especially the elderly, 
not to apply the brace too tightly;
it may cause excessive pressure.it may cause excessive pressure.
 The product should be 
applied as illustrated.

RISK OF INJURY

 In rare individual cases, skin
reactions and irritations may 
result.
 Wash body parts covered
by the brace regularly to avoid
skin irritations.

RISK OF SKIN
IRRITATION

1. Put one side of the long strap through the buckle and 
fasten the Velcro securely. Then loosely Velcro the arm strap 
at the bottom of the main piece.
2. Pull the brace over your shoulder. Take the long strap from
behind and put it through the buckle on your chest. Fasten 
the long Velcro strap for a snug and secure fit.
3. Undo the Velcro under your arm, then re-tighten the 3. Undo the Velcro under your arm, then re-tighten the 
Velcro to provide the support needed. It is helpful for a 
second person to help with this step, but not necessary.
4. Undo and adjust the triangle flap over the top of your 
shoulder to provide extra compression if desired. Finally, 
adjust the front strap across your chest to provide more or 
less support, depending on your needs.

HOW TO WEAR THE
SHOULDER BRACE ONE

INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Hand wash with mild soap in warm water (40o C/
105oF) wrap in towel to  remove excess water (do 
not twist or wring) and air dry. DO NOT machine
wash, iron, tumble dry or use bleach or softeners.

Use for support in the event of:
1. Muscle tension in the shoulder area; 
2. Athletic and physical strain
3. While working out or performing  
physical activities;
 

SHOULD PROBLEMS ARISE - PLEASE CONSULT A
PHYSICIAN IMMEDIATELY
IF SHOULDER PAIN PERSIST - 
PLEASE CONSULT A PHYSICIAN


